Amazon Secured Crypto Token/Coined
In the World of CryptoCurrency, the ability to secure the Token,
establish value to the Token, and have the ability to return value of
the Token at the time of redemption, has been unsettling to the
CryptoCurrency concept, that will no longer be an issue.
This concept of CryptoCurrency has changed the way financing and
investing takes place in our World. In these last five (5) years, the
technology using financial concepts in conjunction with
CryptoCurrency and ‘Blockchain’ security systems, has emerged in
the World of Business. The use of CryptoCurrency has made it
easier for the average individual seeking funding or to raise capital
to launch their own company's development projects, has now
become a reality. In this proposal, we have taken the next step
from the past and conceptualized the future.
The Cooperative postulation and conviction has been with us since
businesses started among humans We have now put this concept
“on steroids”. Our opinion that cooperative ownership of
instruments of value, known as Tokens, can be considered
Fractional Ownership. In theory, ownership of a purchased ‘Token’
is as if purchasing an asset, NOT an “investment of contract”, and
under these circumstances, these are Tokens that are to be backed
by extracted and in-ground mineral resources which will increase
as the Mining Company develops the project and as those
consumable assets are utilized.
Tokens will be purchased for development, operating expenses,
extraction costs and additional exploration outlay, which does not
fall within the realm of an (SEC) security transaction. When the
investor's actions largely dictate whether the investment will be
profitable, then that instrument is traditionally NOT an (SEC)
security.
The representation of the Howey Test looks at the investment's
substance, rather than its form as the determining factor for
whether it is an (SEC) security and needs to be registered within
the United States, Security and Exchange Commission (SEC). This
instrument of value will be known as a “Token” with a certificate of
ownership, the set price for which the Token was purchased for,
coupled with the number of Tokens purchased Looking at the
economic realities

behind this investment, purchase of ownership, and the ability of
the owners, as fractional owners, to do as necessary with their
Tokens.
This process allows for significant influence over how the
purchaser of Tokens manages their investment. This also
eliminates the need for any SEC registering within the United
States of America. As the Mining Company is excavating the
minerals, the Tokens will be awarded a value at the time of
purchase. The Fractional Owners, as Tokens Holders, will have
control over the trading and sales of their Tokens.
Each fractional ownership of a Token will possess an intrinsic
value, which is in addition to their fractional ‘proportional’
ownership position. Each Token will be produced from one (1)
Oz./.999+ of Silver, respectfully this one (1) Oz. of silver, will be
produced until, under certain circumstances beyond the
Company’s control, Certificates of Silver will have to be issued and
redeemable for Coined Tokens when circumstances will allow.
Imagine having an opportunity to be rewarded for helping raise
money to fund a significant World recognized mining company's
operation to recover consumable natural resources such as; Gold,
Silver, Titanium, Lithium, (The property is located in an area
known as the “Lithium Triangle”) Silica, Rare-Earth Minerals
(“Atacama Desert”) and significant (“High Purity”) Sulfur, the kind
needed in the new Lithium and Cobalt [Co#27] Batteries.
These indisputable facts were drawn from the extensive review of
the recoverable minerals, and the developmental feasibility studies
concerning these Piedra Amarilla Properties, located in the
mining-friendly Country of Chile, in Region III. (These studies are
in the remaining documentation which can be reviewed at
www.BHSB.biz Please understand that the resurrection of the
Piedra Amarilla Properties is the first step towards commencement,
establishing the Secured Token Offering (STO), through
capitalization conversion support at the crypto launch.) The Token
will have a purchase price, (one (1) Oz./.999+ Silver Token/Coined,
“Mint to be named”), and the purchase price of the Fractional
Ownership portion of the Token, it can be traded and an increase
of value can be requested by its owner and managed by the
CRYPTO-MANAGEMENT TEAM

(name TBD) this is where the purchaser largely dictates how their
investment will be profitable.
There will be ‘redemption’ under levels of understanding, through
“non- associated” Parties, as Token purchasers. To be named. [;
Norfed, and CSI Ag. Limited, at this time.] Note that the Fractional
Ownership of Tokens, backed by the mining properties assets, does
not make you a shareholder in the mining company. The
entitlement of Token holders will be through the Token's intrinsic
value, and proportionally a fractional value of the Mining
Company’s net profits from the Piedra Amarilla Properties paid on
a quarterly-bases.
Security Tokens offer greater value of ownership over certain
projects or businesses. Security tokens have the added benefit of
surpassing the traditional complex paperwork of owning shares
with their records being kept on the public block-chain ledger.
Security Tokens structure, distribution, or changes that could
affect investors are now accessible to all via block-chain technology.
WHAT IS A SECURITY TOKEN:
Security Tokens share many of the characteristics or can be viewed
as a combination of, fungible and non-fungible Tokens. Security
Tokens are designed to represent complete or fractional ownership
interest in assets and/or entities While utility Tokens have no
limitations on who can send or receive the token, Security Tokens
are subject to many restrictions based on identity, jurisdiction, and
asset category.
In conclusion, to make your CryptoCurrency Token a winner; “The
need is to create an Asset-Backed Crypto Currency Token; that is
secured by highly sought after consumable minerals, precious
metals, and significant industrial ore bodies as their assets”... This
is an unprecedented opportunity as well as, unparalleled in the
CryptoCurrency industry. Act now!

